World Health Day

COVID-19 vaccinations

April 7 of each year marks the celebration of

Monash Health is offering Phase 1a and 1b

World Health Day. From its inception at the First

eligible agency staff the COVD-19 vaccination at

Health Assembly in 1948 and since taking effect

Moorabbin Hospital clinic, which provides the

in 1950, the celebration has aimed to create

Oxford AstraZeneca.

awareness of a specific health theme to highlight

Any 1A and 1B employees less than 50 years old

a priority area of concern for the World Health

can book at Monash Medical Centre and

Organisation.

Dandenong Hospital, Bookings can be made by

Over the past 50 years, this has brought to light

calling the Monash Health Bookings Line on 03

important health issues such as mental health,

8572 2156- Your second vaccination appointment

maternal and child care, and climate change. The

will be booked when you attend the clinic for your

celebration is marked by activities that extend

first dose

beyond the day itself and serves as an

Alternatively, you can get vaccinated in the

opportunity to focus worldwide attention on these

community if you wish to do so. To do this, please

important aspects of global health.

find the clinic closest to you via the COVID-19
Vaccination Vaccine Eligibility Checker and
Vaccine Clinic Finder.

Improve your mood

The Royal Commission into Victoria’s Mental
Health

The activities you make time for have a big
impact on your headspace. When you spend time

The Royal Commission into Victoria’s Mental

doing things you enjoy (or used to enjoy), it can

Health System has delivered its final report on 2

give you relief from hard times, and build some

March 2021 – the first of its kind in Australia.

fun in your life. Likewise, when you set and

It has taken two years and the contributions of

complete small tasks (like giving back to your

thousands of committed and passionate

community) it can help to create a sense of

Victorians to produce the recommendations in

accomplishment and meaning.

this report.

The key is to focus on doing – even if you don’t

The Government has committed to implementing

want to or feel like it. As you set and achieve

all recommendations to drive bold transformation

even small tasks you will learn more about

and redesign of Victoria’s mental health system –

yourself, build confidence and improve your

changes that will provide better support for

wellbeing.

Victorians living with mental illness.

Here’s how ‘doing stuff’ can help your

You can read the full report on the Royal

headspace. It can:

Commission’s website.

Give you a sense of achievement and purpose
.
Build your confidence
Lift your energy
Improve your motivation
Get you out of a rut - if you’re feeling flat.

Keep your availability up-to-date

Recruitment bonus

SwingShift Nurses continues to be one of the

Our recruitment staff have been very busy

most utilised nursing agencies in Victoria due to

recruiting nurses to join the SwingShift team. We

the high quality of the nurses and service we

still need more nurses due to the volume of work

deliver. To provide you with the best employment

that is available and wanted to remind you of our

opportunities it’s important that our records are

latest recruitment bonus! We are offering a $300

current. Please contact us today to ensure that

gift card to all new nurses who join us and a $250

your employment preferences, availability and

gift card to the nurse who refers them (conditions

personal data are up-to-date.

apply). So, if you would like a bonus payment,
speak to any mental health nurses you know or
work with and make them aware of this exciting
offer from SwingShift Nurses.
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